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windows 7 is a major release of the windows family of operating systems, intended to improve upon the design of windows vista, which was released in 2006. vista was criticized for its increased complexity and clumsiness compared to its predecessor windows xp and was the first microsoft operating
system released under the vista codename, "longhorn". windows 7 is the first major release of the next generation of windows, codenamed windows 7. the development of windows 7 was performed in a dual os environment, with both windows xp and windows vista being supported, enabling developers to
test their products across both windows versions. windows 7 aims to improve upon the stability, speed, and security of windows vista, while providing several new features. the major new feature in windows 7 is the ability to run multiple virtual desktops, which allows the user to view several windows
simultaneously, similar to the "virtual desktop" features of the apple mac os x and other operating systems. the desktop user interface is also being redesigned to provide greater speed, stability, and user friendliness. a central theme in windows 7 is "simplification", with the goal of reducing the number of
complex user interfaces and features to make the operating system simpler and easier to use. a beta version of windows 7 was publicly released on october 22, 2008, and the first general release was made available on november 22, 2008, in north america and europe. microsoft has also released windows
7 to oems, allowing the firms to create their own customized versions of the operating system. on march 12, 2009, a pre-release copy of windows 7, version 7100 was leaked online. on april 8, 2009, the final version of windows 7 was leaked online. the final version of windows 7, version 7100 was released
on april 23, 2009.
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key features of windows 7 include the following. the new start button combines the start menu and the modern ui in a single click. it is integrated with microsoft office and, when installed, adds an office button to the taskbar, making it easier to start word, excel, and powerpoint. a new taskbar replaces the
classic taskbar. the taskbar can be configured to display all open programs in one list or group programs by their application type. the new start menu takes up half of the screen in its most common view, and the traditional start button is moved to the left side of the screen. the new start menu also adds an
application switcher. a new version of internet explorer is included with the operating system and features improvements and improvements to the internet explorer interface. the internet explorer 8 logo is now displayed at the bottom of the screen in menus and the windows shell. internet explorer 8 also
supports standards-based web applications in addition to microsoft's own silverlight, which is built into the operating system. windows 7 also includes support for the extensible application markup language (xaml) and the.net framework 4. a windows explorer shell now includes a context menu, and also

features tabs for the contents of the folder, including file explorer and the contents of the start menu. windows 7 also includes a new windows 7 explorer shell, which is built on the new explorer shell. the windows 7 explorer shell uses a "sidebar" view, which makes it easier to select and interact with files.
the new windows explorer is also capable of mounting, unmounting, and ejecting removable devices directly from the windows explorer shell and from right-click context menus. the new windows 7 explorer has also been redesigned to make it easier to access files and folders. the windows 7 explorer also
has a redesigned interface, which is easier to navigate and provides a larger workspace. windows 7 also includes a new "shellexecute" function, which allows applications to automatically open files through the user's default program without requiring the user to specify the file name. microsoft released a

first beta build of windows 7 on april 27, 2008. the final version of windows 7 was released on october 22, 2008. 5ec8ef588b
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